Re-valuing local food systems
on the Saanich Peninsula
Thesis Question

This project seeks to examine Greater Victoria’s special
relationship with the agricultural lands on the Saanich
Peninsula and ask’s:
What architectural opportunities exist to reconnect a
community with their food system?

INDIGENOUS FOOD SYSTEM

shift 1

COLONIZATION & EUROPEAN AG

shift 2

INDUSTRIAL AGRICULTURE

Background Research

shift 3

A study of the 3 major shifts in Vancouver Island’s food system was undertaken and the effects
these changes had in forming our current relationship with food.

CORPORATE AGRICULTURE

Case Study

Two experiential studies were conducted and recorded as photo essays exploring
scale and accessibility of the agricultural lands on the Saanich Peninsula and back
home in Saskatchewan, taken together they serve as a juxtaposition of experience.

Tourists & Trails

Food Distribution

Agricultural Land Reserve

Agricultural Runoff

Food Distribution
Warehouse
Tourists
Food
Existing Trails
Lochside, Interurban, V&S

Opportunity

Leverage existing trail infrastructure
and tourist influx to enhance agrotourism, which celebrates our local
food system and enables producers to
offer value-added services.

Local

Major Supermarket

Local Grocer
Farmers Market

Opportunity

Leverage the efficiencies of the
predominant food system’s distribution
model to streamline aggregation
and marketing of local food allowing
producers to gain wider market access.

ALR Land
First Nations Reserves

Opportunity

Leverage the accessibility of
the peninsula’s rural landscape
encouraging people to learn about
the various site-wide production and
ecological systems present here.

Analysis of Flows & Opportunities

Major Watershed

Opportunity

Be aware that agriculture activities
affect the entire water shed. Attention
must be paid to managing nutrient
runoff.

Opportunities identified: a) Increase agro-tourism and awareness of the rural landscape,
b) There is a missing distribution infrastructure link for local producers,
c) Recognition that agricultural activities affect the entire water shed—nutrient runoff must be managed.
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Case Studies: Food Hubs & Terminal Markets

Taking a closer look at the missing infrastructure link for local produces, five grass roots Food
Hubs were studied in terms of operation and programmatic requirements. Additionally three
Terminal Markets provided insight into creating a mix of public and production spaces.

MISSING INFRASTRUCTURE LINK:
LOCAL AGGREGATION HUB

+

LEVERAGE EXISTING
AGROTOURISM &
LANDSCAPE ACCESSIBILITY

Project Vision

Establish the missing infrastructure link for local producers—a Local Food Aggregation Hub which will
increase distribution efficiencies and provide local producers wider market access thus helping to build a
more robust local food system. The Local Food Aggregation Hub will also serve as an anchor around which
agrotourism on the peninsula can flourish, celebrating and showcasing diverse producers.
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Site Option 3: Vantreight Farms

Site Option 4: Centre for Plant Health

Determining Site

Eight preliminary sites on the peninsula were surveyed.

Site Option 6: Heritage Acres
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Site Option 5: Saanich Fairgrounds
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Site Option 2: Mar Farms
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Site Option 1: Former Marigold Nursery

Site Option 7: Madrona Farm

Site Option 9: Tsawout First Nations

Project Site

The ninth site surveyed was deemed most appropriate for the proposal. It is the old Sandown race track located north
of the airport and lies on the eastern boundary of the Wsikem Creek watershed which drains into Patricia Bay.
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Context and Zoning

N

Bound by Glamorgan Rd. on its southern boundary the site is surrounded by a mix of agricultural, commercial, and
industrial activities. Patricia Bay HWY, the peninsula’s main north-south artery lies to the east of the site.
AP1 AIRPORT AUTHORITY

GATHERING &
FOOD PRODUCTION
PRE-COLONIZATION

AGRICULTURE
1860’S –1950

Site History

HORSE RACING
1950’S –2011

Traditionally this area was used by the peninsula’s First Nations as a place for gathering and refuge.
Various food and medicinal plants used by the tribes’ were grown here. After European settlement
and colonization the land was used for western style agriculture right up until the 1950’s when it was
converted to a horse racing track which operated until 2011.

Present

12 AC

83 AC

COMMERCIAL

AGRICULTURAL

The current owners of the site approached the District of North Sannich with a proposal to rezone and remove a 12 acre parcel
from the Agricultural Land Reserve. In exchange, the remaining 83 acres are to be donated to North Saanich.

FOOD PRODUCTION, CONSERVATION,
RECREATION, EDUCATION

Future

Through a series of community consultations North Saanich formulated a vision detailing what the community would like to see happen on the site.
Community Vision: A model of sustainable food production that integrates a diversity of production styles and engages the public through recreational and educational opportunities.
The vision for the site aligns perfectly with my thesis research and will provide an excellent framework upon which my proposal can be developed.

Site Analysis

To fully understand the site a detailed analysis was undertaken which examined various aspects such as vehicular and pedestrian
circulation, impacts of sun, wind, water, and views, the existing vegetation and ground cover, and the existing structures on site.

Existing Structures

All the old structures are still present and slated for demolition, including the Grandstand, the Longsheds, and the watch tower.

Project Site

A view the site showing the existing structures, hard track, forest on the west, and degraded/overgrown wetland on the north-west corner.

Site Transformation

My proposal will transform the site into a model of Regenerative Agriculture, which is an approach to food production and farming systems
that rebuild soils and increase biodiversity.
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Water

Irrigation is one of the major challenges for peninsula producers as peak growing season corresponds with summer draught. Therefore a system
of ponds capable of meeting all irrigation requirements for a season was designed. They utilized the hard surface roads as catchment drains filling
during the wet season. The riparian and wetland system captures excess nutrient runoff and releases cleaner water down the watershed.

Riparian Section A–A
15’

20’

15’

150’

Water : Riparian Zone

The riparian and wetland zone function as the farms drainage system. The low lying area captures excess nutrient runoff, conveys
water between the mid and lower pond, and serves as a wildlife corridor enhancing the site’s biodiversity.
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Alley Cropping System

B

Main production crops are grown on 17 ac. in a poly-culture system. Cultivation and tree lines are oriented close to perpendicular to contours to assist
in drainage, directing excess water to the riparian system. Headlands, marked in orange provide access and turning around the perimeter.

Alley Crop Section B–B
3’
72’
100’

Alley Cropping System

Beneficial perennial guilds bookend the annual row crops, they create micro-climates, fix nitrogen, and bring deep seated nutrients to the surface for
the annual row crops as well as increase biodiversity.
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Silvopasture System

Cattle are run on 18 ac. of silvopasture managed with intensive rotational grazing. This system combines grassland with widely
spaced trees, again oriented close to perpendicular to contour, directing drainage into the riparian zone and increasing biodiversity.

Pasture Section C–C
200’

Silvopasture System

Livestock are integral to Regenerative Agriculture practices. When managed correctly they can be used as a very effective method to build
soils and sequester a critical mass of carbon in a relatively short period of time. Intensive rotational grazing mimics nature’s pattern of tightly
packed herd animals moving quickly across a savannah. Dense grazing action quickly manures the landscape while harvesting grasses. Root
die back adds carbon to deep soil layers creating high organic matter from former subsoil. Micro-livestock such as chickens follow the herd,
utilizing remaining nutrients and adding nitrogen to the soil. Repeating this cycle of dense grazing, root die back, and regrowth starts a
carbon sequestration and soil building cycle.
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Structures

Supporting structures include the 1) Aggregation Hub, 2) Farm Managers Residence, 3) Intern Cabins, and 4) a public
walking trail punctuated by 3 pavilions.

Project Site
Neighbouring Heritage Farm
(Glamorgan Farm)

Settlement Strategy: Local Precedent

The relationship of the structures to one another and the land took inspiration from the vernacular barnyard where the ideal form
consisted of pinwheeling structures forming micro-climates in working courtyards between a collection of modest buildings.
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Aggregation Hub

The Aggregation Hub consists of: 1) 9,000 sq.ft. of warehouse space, 2) Control Office 3),4),5) 8,000 sq.ft. of active, passive, and dry storage,
support space such as 6) Mechanical room, 7) the Marshalling Courtyard.

Admin Barn

The administration barn consists of 2,500 sq.ft. of office space for the 10 operations employees.
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Processing Barn

The Processing Barn contains: 8) Processing Kitchen which creates value-added products, provides incubation space for
food start-ups and serves the public area during events. 9) Honey Extraction Shed 10) Lab which monitors production
systems and offers extension research projects, 11) Farm Manager’s Office, 12) Farm Staff Room.
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Events Barn & Public Space

3 primary public spaces include 13) Root Cellar 15) Events Barn 16) Outdoor Classroom as well as the 14) Entrance Courtyard,
and 17) Market Courtyard.
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Outbuildings

Consist of 18) Hay barn, 19) Insulated equipment shed, 20) Open eq. shed, 21) Compost shed, 22) Greenhouses and 23) Produce wash shed.

Structures & Working Courtyards

On the west by the upper pond, the public is led into the site and arrives in the entrance courtyard, framed by the Admin barn, Aggregation barn, and the Events
barn. The Market Courtyard is used for weekend farmers markets and in the winter it serves as a paddock standoff when cattle are brought off pasture. The
Working Courtyard and Marshalling Courtyard on the east are adjacent to the production fields and to the producer site entrance for product delivery.

Arrival of Producers

Producer arrival starts along Glamorgan RD where the water tower serves as a marker for the hub,
as you draw nearer the low lying building forms reveal themselves extending out from the storage berm.

Marshalling Courtyard

The marshalling courtyard organizes the circulation of producer and on-site harvest deliveries. It is the central area of the
working side of the hub and frames aggregation and distribution activities.

Marshalling Courtyard

The control office has views over the marshalling yard. The western edge is defined by the Processing Barn where steps lead up
into the education plaza. The axis of the Processing Barn is terminated by the Equipment sheds which define the far boundaries
of the working courtyard.

Staff Circulation

Staff circulation is organized via a raised pedestrian walkway allowing for the efficient flow between the Aggregation barn, Processing barn, and around the
Marshalling courtyard during high traffic times. Again the control office commands a view of the operation. Water harvesting from the Processing Barn roof is
articulated and temporarily stored in an exposed cistern. This forms part of the facilities collection strategy.

Aggregation Hub

The Aggregation hub consists of 2 main areas, the heavier earth element—the storage berm contains the active refrigerated storage units with 5 individually
controlled temperature zones. Behind this is the passive storage root cellars. The lighter wood structure is the Aggregation barn, a large open work area for
aggregation and distribution activities.

Aggregation Barn

The basic function of a local food hub is to manage the aggregation, distribution, and marketing for local producers, thus providing
them wider market access. Each producer delivers products packed to hub standards but branded with their own individual labels.
Product is aggregated together to fulfill larger orders which otherwise could not be met by single producers. Turnaround time is fast
with orders leaving the same day or stored in cold storage overnight before delivery the following day.
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EXTERIOR
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CROSS VENTILATION

Aggregation Barn Systems
HARVESTED RAINWATER CONVEYED TO MIDDLE
IRRIGATION POND VIA A CATCHMENT DRAIN

The Aggregation barn is an insulated but unheated open work area. Primary ventilation during peak usage is done
passively. Large sliding glass doors bookend the space on the east and west capturing summer breezes for cross ventilation.
Operable skylights allow warm air to vent while allowing some spots of direct sun into the space. Daylighting is achieved
via glazed overhead doors on the north and large glazed but screened walls on the east and west. Task lighting is achieved
via LED high bays attached in a grid pattern to the underside of the purlins while exterior LED spotlights, attached to the
truss ends provide yard lighting at the building edge. The roof is a harvesting surface for water and sun. Water harvested
from the Aggregation barn is delivered to middle irrigation pond via a catchment drain. A thin film PV system is integrated
between the roofs standing seams and will offset the farms power needs.

DAYLIGHTING VIA
LIGHTWELL.

MECH. CHASE
DELIVERS REFRIGERANT
TUBES FROM REMOTE
CONDENSER UNITS IN
MECHANICAL ROOM

VENTILATION CHASES
ENCASED IN SHAFT WALL

EARTH TUBE, PASSIVELY COOLS AIR.
GEOTHERMAL POND LOOP PROVIDES
FURTHER TEMP CONTROL IN ROOT CELLARS.

GEOTHERMAL POND LOOP
PRE-CONDITIONS COOLERS

Storage Berm Systems

The Storage berm houses refrigerated coolers and passive root cellars. Coolers are pre-cooled with a geothermal pond loop
from the upper pond, reticulated via a solar pump to reduce the refrigeration load. Refrigerant is delivered from remote
condenser units in the mechanical room. Root cellars utilize earth tubes to passively condition air. The geothermal pond
loop provides further temperature control in the cellars if needed. The central circulation spine which serves the cellars is lit
via light wells. Ventilation chases are encased in the well walls.

Public Arrival

From the parking lot the public enters the site at the highest point. Here the upper pond is visible and two paths converge,
one is the pedestrian path along the sites southern edge which connects to the surrounding community, the other, a circuitous
path, gently descends into the site inviting visitors to discover what lies behind the berm.

Entrance Garden

As visitors round the corner of the berm a cistern marks the arrival into the entrance garden, an area planted with native
species. This space is framed by the Admin barn and the gabion berm wall filled with crushed concrete from the demolition of
the Grandstands and with rocks collected from the site during remediation. The architectural vocabulary used throughout the
project is first introduced here to the public.

OPERABLE SKYLIGHTS
ALLOW DAYLIGHT ON
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ALLOW WARM AIR
TO VENT

WOOD SCREEN FILTERS
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VIEWS TO MARKET COURTYARD

TO PRIMARY TREATMENT TANK
AND CONSTRUCTED WETLAND

BLACK WATER
GREY WATER

HOT WATER RADIANT
FLOOR HEATING

Admin Barn Systems

LARGE SLIDING GLASS WALL
ALLOWS AIR MOVEMENT
THROUGH SPACE

The wood screen on the barns south facade filters direct summer sun into the office space. The inspiration for the screening
elements used throughout the project comes from vernacular barns, which let light filter in through gaps in the barns
exterior cladding. Skylights provide daylight onto work surfaces below and allow for warm air to ventilate. Large sliding
glass walls along the south and ribbon windows along the north provide air movement through the space and give
employees sweeping views onto the market courtyard. The space is heated via radiant floor heating.

Entrance Courtyard

The entrance courtyard organizes circulation between the Aggregation barn, Admin barn, and the Events barn. It’s the arrival
zone for the public where they are offered views into all these spaces. The architectural language of screened wood walls
abstracted from vernacular barns is fully displayed here. The courtyard is articulated via permeable pavers and the collection
and storage of water is on display. Water off the Events barn is captured in a partially exposed cistern with landscape cap and
temporarily stored until it is conveyed to the mechanical room for filtration.

Entrance Courtyard

Filtered water is then pumped up to the water tower via a solar pump. The water tower then gravity feeds the facility providing
for all its water requirements and sewage conveyance needs. This view gives a good perspective of how the 3 barns frame the
south facing courtyard creating a nice micro-climate and initial gathering zone for the public.

Cellar Door

The entrance into a secluded special events space is framed by the water tower and the water feature representing
clean water flowing back into the building for use.

Cellar Interior

The Cellar serves as a special events space where private tastings and dinners can be held with an intimate group.
It also serves as a link back to the root cellar storage space where the public can be taken on guided facility tours.

Events Barn & Processing Barn

Heading back out into the Entrance Courtyard the Events barn & Processing barn defines the northern edge of that
space. The Events Barn is an open transparent wood framed structure which serves as a multi-functional gathering
space. Adjacent to it, the thicker element is the Processing barn and separates the public from the working
courtyards on the east. The adjacency to the processing kitchen allows for educational opportunities as well as
special events opportunities such as chef’s tables and private functions.
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Events Barn & Processing Barn Systems

RIBBON WINDOWS PROVIDE
STAFF VIEWS TO MARSHALLING
COURTYARD AND ALLOW CROSS
VENTILATION

The Events barn and adjacent Processing barn use similar systems to other areas already discussed, such as in floor radiant
heat, operable skylights, cross-ventilation, and a wood screen system to filter western sun. The hubs wastewater is entirely
treated on site. Grey and blackwater are conveyed to a primary treatment tank, buried on the western edge of the Market
Courtyard. From there the water circulates through a constructed wetland on the edge of the west pasture, it is cleansed
and released to percolate over the pasture, eventually being captured by the site’s riparian zone and large wetland.

Straw Bale SIP Wall Assembly
0.5” INTERNAL
BREATHER BOARD

2X DIMENSIONAL
LUMBER
LAMINATED ON
SITE TO 1’6” WIDTH

The Processing barn is a thickened service area in contrast
to the lighter more transparent wood frame Events barn.
The wall assembly consists of a SIP straw bale panel
system. The bales were harvested on-site off the pastures
first cut. The panels are constructed on-site by laminating
2x4 dimensional lumber to form the frame. A corrugated
metal rain screen forms the exterior cladding while the
interior is clad with reclaimed vertical boarding from the old
Longsheds on site.

1X STRAPPING

STRAW BALES
HARVESTED
FROM SITE

CORRUGATED
METAL
RAINSCREEN

SOLE PLATE &
SILL GASKET

RECLAIMED VERTICAL
WOOD BOARDING

1X STRAPPING
1X STRAPPING
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0.5” EXTERNAL
BREATHER BOARD

Events Barn

The multifunctional public space used for gatherings and educational opportunities is finished with a concrete floor and interior boarding is recycled barn wood from the
Longsheds that previously occupied the site. A cutaway of the SIP wall assembly serves as an educational tool revealing one of the major wall types used throughout the
hub. Large sliding glass doors open onto the market courtyard. The primary structure which is repeated throughout the Aggregation barn, Admin barn, and the Events barn
consists of rough sawn, heavy timber columns, and glulam truss with inverted kingpin and tension rod.

Truss-Column Connection
STEEL TENSION ROD PLATE

STEEL TENSION ROD

4” X 1’4” GLULAM TRUSS
DADOED CROSS LAP JOINT

X-BRACE ROD

The column-truss connection is a play off the traditional
pinned mortise and tenon beam connections in vernacular
barns. Instead of the mortise-tenon connection however, a
dadoed cross lab joint is used which creates a more elegant
connection having the timber column receive the glulam
beam, slightly embracing it. To keep this connection clean
and free of a gusset plate for the tension rods a steel plate is
slotted into the top of the truss and the tension rods connect
here on either side of the beam. Where needed, x-bracing
would be treated in a similar fashion.

ROUGH SAWN 10”X10”
TIMBER COLUMN

1” STEEL DOWEL PIN

STEEL X-BRACE PLATE

Column-Slab Connection

X-BRACE ROD
STEEL X-BRACE PLATE
ROUGH SAWN 10”X10”
TIMBER COLUMN

KNIFE PLATE
1” STEEL DOWEL PIN

TYP. SLAB ON
GRADE DETAIL

Column attaches to the slab via pinned knife-plate
connection. The connection of the X bracing is the same as
the tension rod truss detail.

Flexible Public Space

The flexible space can be configured for various events. Shown here its set up for the weekend farmers market in the adjacent Market Courtyard. Opening the sliding glass
doors extends the space into the courtyard. This also provides a good view of the wood screen detail and how it filters light into the space, task lighting is provided using the
same aesthetic as in the Aggregation barn.

Outdoor Classroom

The sheltered outdoor classroom provides a gathering area for various farming and food production workshops. It is also an area where the casual visitor can learn about
site-wide systems and production methods via educational displays. The public has views into the honey extraction shed and lab as well as views out onto the working
courtyard and production gardens beyond. Sliding slatted barn doors can be used to modify the space along the buildings western edge.

Infill Wall Assembly

RECLAIMED BARN
WOOD RAIN SCREEN
1X STRAPPING

8” RIGID CORK
INSULATION
RECLAIMED BARN
WOOD INTERIOR
HORIZONTAL
BOARDING
2 X 6 FRAMING

Infill framing between structural bays utilizes a highly
sustainable rigid cork insulation on the exterior. This is done
in order to expose all framing and boarding on the interior, an
aesthetic common to the vernacular barn. The exterior rain
screen cladding and interior boarding are all reclaimed barn
wood from the Longshdeds, which previously occupied the
site. This framing detail is consistent throughout the project in
the Aggregation barn, Admin barn, and the Events barn.

Outdoor Classroom

The outdoor classroom can be configured for different educational events. Shown here it’s set up for a screening of a documentary film. This
view also details the filtered light quality in the space. The the end opens up to views of the pasture beyond and the public walking trail-head.

Events Barn Perspective

The open end of the classroom creates a viewing platform on two different levels. The abstracted hayloft provides a lookout to the west over the
Market Courtyard and to the east loooking into the working courtyard on the opposite side. A gate, in the foreground marks the start of the public trail
which loops around the western portion of the site.

View from public trail

This is a view returning from the lookout tower pavilion. One can see the working courtyard framed by the open-sided equipment shed.
On the opposite side the Hay barn frames the Market Courtyard.

Hay Barn

The Hay barn fronts the west pasture and the architectural vocabulary of the layered screen wall is repeated here, forming a gateway into the Market
Courtyard. Rolling canvas tarps provide protection for the stored winter feed.

Hay Barn

The north side of the barn stores hay for winter forage. Cattle are brought in off pasture and into the Market Courtyard which then serves as a standoff paddock over the winter months. The south side of the barn is used as a loafing area for cattle during this time. In the summer while the herd is on
pasture it serves as a sheltered colonnade for market days. Focused axial views formed part of the planning process. Shown here is a distant view to the
greenhouses and the working courtyard beyond.

Market Courtyard

The public trail exits the forest at the western edge of the market courtyard and returns towards the Events barn. The Events barn defines the far side of
the courtyard, creating an inviting layered edge of wood and glass.

Future Phases

Research Extension: Kelp Farm

During initial site research it became immediately apparent that the impact of agricultural activities doesn’t stop at the sites property line but affects
the entire watershed, especially this site which drains into the ocean 2 KM away. Careful attention was given to designing the sites water system so
that excess nutrient runoff was captured, reused, or cleaned and then released down the watershed. As an extension research project for the Lab, I’m
proposing establishing a kelp farm. The ocean waters around the peninsula are ideal for growing kelp which thrives in nutrient rich runoff, thus acting
as a filter and removing excess nitrogen from the ocean, the source of which are peninsula farms. Kelp is a very lucrative food product which the hub
can sell or use as an organic fertilizer. It was also an important food of the peninsulas First Nations.

Tower Pavilion

Wetland Pavilion

Site Pavilions

Forest Pavilion

The 3 site pavilions which punctuate the public trail will be established when project funding permits. The first is the Tower Pavilion which references
the old race track watch tower and serves as a public view point. Next is the Wetland Pavilion, a blind attached to the wetland boardwalk which
provides a small sheltered space and allows the public to view wildlife. The Forest Pavilion, is where mushroom cultivation takes place and educates the
public on various foods which were forged by the First Nations in the peninsula forests.

